
ENERGY FLOW THROUGH ECOSYSTEMS ESSAY

An ecosystem's gross primary productivity (GPP) is the total amount of organic matter that it produces through
photosynthesis. Net primary productivity (NPP).

Aquatic communities can also have limiting nutrients that control how much production takes place. Two
images showing the relationship of water temperature to w:coral bleaching along the Great Barrier Reef.
Gradually, the complex organic molecules present in the organic wastes or dead tissues are broken down to
much simpler compounds, sometimes to carbon dioxide and water and all that are left are humus. Figure 9.
Some producer organisms may have small biomass but the total energy they assimilate and pass on to
consumers may be greater than that of organisms with much larger biomass. At higher trophic levels,
predators generally are physically larger and are able to utilize a fraction of the energy that was produced at
the level beneath them, so they have to forage over increasingly large areas to meet their caloric needs.
Science : [13] North, Gerald R. Secondly, there occurs a progressive decrease in energy level at each trophic
level which is accounted largely by the energy dissipated as heat in metabolic activities. If energy intake and
loss are in balance, the pool of organic energy is in steady state; such is the case in climax communities. It is
expressed in terms of weight in gm per unit area per year. In detritus food chain the energy flow remains as a
continuous passage rather than as a stepwise flow between discrete entities. Below ground production is
estimated by using frequent core sampling technique of Dahlman and Kucera  The NPP of aquatic ecosystems
has been vastly affected by global warming. Green plants fix solar energy and accumulate it in organic forms
as chemical energy. These are as follows: 2. If energy intake is lesser than energy dissipation, the community
biomass will decrease and it must, in some sense, retrogress. The light and dark bottle technique is employed
for measuring primary production of aquatic plant. Pyramid of energy. In the successive levels of consumers,
the number of organisms goes on decreasing rapidly until there are a few carnivores. It is the rate at which the
growth processes are going forward within the area. Elton  Such cyclic exchange of material between the
living organisms and their non-living environment is called Biogeochemical Cycle. Read: Limiting Nutrients
Too much of a nutrient can also have a limiting impact on a community. Methods of Measuring Primary
Production: There are several parameters for measuring primary production and the methods of measuring
primary production are based on those parameters. The insecticide DDT, which was widely used in the United
States from the s through the s, is a famous case of bioaccumulation. In terms of energy one gm dry weight of
plant material contains 4 to 5 kcal. For example, in the United States many federal and state agencies currently
warn consumers to avoid or limit their consumption of large predatory fish that contain high levels of mercury,
such as shark, swordfish, tilefish, and king mackerel, to avoid risking neurological damage and birth defects.
Hedin et al. Figure 7. Secondary productivities are the productivities of animals and saprobes in communities.
Define trophic level.


